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Notes:  

The purpose of the document is to encourage further exploration of history, 

story construction, and character development. The questions do not necessary 

have right or wrong answers, but are designed to help the reader think about the 

story. 

This study guide may be used on its own or in conjunction with Blue, Gray 

& Crimson Comprehension Q&A. 

There will probably be additions to this study as the “Back to Gettysburg” 

blog post series continues. Some of these blog posts are linked into this document – 

check the archive of blog posts on the subject, under the heading “Historical 

Details,” for additional historical information. 

 
Chapter 1 

 History – there really was a Confederate raid in Gettysburg on June 26, 1863. Read more 

historical details here: 

http://gazette665.com/2015/04/21/crying-wolf-or-rebel-not-a-good-idea/ 

http://gazette665.com/2015/04/28/who-came-to-gettysburg/ 

 Story Construction – A story’s conflict must start in the first chapter. What do you think 

will be a major conflict in this book? 

 Character Development – Betsy feels angry about what has happened? Is she responding 

appropriately to the situation? What about her actions when the raiders were present – were her 

actions appropriate then? 

 

Chapter 2 

 History – during the 19
th

 Century, there were distinct “spheres of influence” for men and 

women. A man provided for his family by growing food, running a business, or working at a 

trade. A woman was in charge of the household, hospitality, and raising the children.  

This chapter emphasizes the work just to prepare a meal. The Westmores, like the real 

farmers of this time, grow most of their food and preserve it. Mrs. Westmore and the girls spend 

several hours a day preparing meals, and they don’t have modern conveniences. They heat the 

stove and oven with wood. They haul water, harvest the garden, bake bread, churn butter, can 

fruits and vegetables…and, oh yes, wash all the dishes by hand. 

 Story Construction – do you have a favorite character at this point in the story?  

http://www.gazette665.com/blue-gray-crimson
http://gazette665.com/2015/04/21/crying-wolf-or-rebel-not-a-good-idea/
http://gazette665.com/2015/04/28/who-came-to-gettysburg/
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 Character Development – James has an ideal about war. Do you think he is correct? Can 

an ideal or imaginary thought influence our understanding of a situation? Is this a good or bad 

thing? 

 

Chapter 3 

 History – “Stand Up, Stand Up For Jesus” is a hymn from the Civil War era. It was 

written during a revival in the North in the 1850’s. 

 Religion was an important part of people’s lives during the mid-19
th

 Century in America. 

Most people attended church, and children practiced their reading skills by reading the Bible. 

Biblical morality was the cornerstone in this society. 

 Story Construction – there were a lot of details about the characters and the setting in this 

chapter? Did you have a favorite description passage? 

 Character Development – can we bargain with God? Is bargaining obedience? What is 

trust? Why can we trust God completely? 

 

Chapter 4 

 History – where a person lived and the type of work they did influenced what they wore. 

Betsy clothing is modest, respectable, and appropriate for her age, position in society, and her 

work. Review the description of her clothing and list each layer she put on…and remember it’s 

summertime! (FYI – Betsy’s clothing was probably made of cotton, a natural fiber which 

“breathes.”) 

 There were many farms in the Gettysburg area. Yes, grasshoppers really did come 

seventeen years before. And the crops that are ripe in the story are historically accurate. There 

are numerous accounts of soldiers stopping to “harvest” cherries during the campaign, and there 

were certain grains which were ready to be cut in late June / early July. 

 Story Construction – there are some contrasting moods in this chapter. How would you 

describe the first part? What effect does Mr. Lightner’s news have on Betsy? How does the 

mood change? How do you – as the reader – feel about the future coming in the next chapters? 

 Character Development – What are some positive character qualities Betsy exhibits in 

this section? 

 

Chapter 5 

 History – in this section, there are a number of short snippets of information about real 

Gettysburg civilians’ experiences during the June 26
th

 Raid. Which was most interesting to you? 

Why? Review and list the reactions of the civilians. How do you think you might have responded 

in such a situation? 

 Story Construction – Betsy, Rachel, and James have some unique and defining 

characteristics. Use a couple of adjectives to describe them.  

 Character Development – the Westmores interact with several friends and acquaintances. 

Is there a certain character quality which they exhibit in their manners or conversation? What are 

some of the most important qualities of real friendship? 

 

Chapter 6 

 History – The local history Father mentions is based on real fact. Gettysburg was founded 

in mid-1700’s; a man named Mr. Getty (his first name is debated in the history books) opened a 
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tavern at the crossroads, and, later, when the streets of a town were laid out, the new community 

was called Gettysburg. 

 Story Construction – foreshadowing is when an author hints at coming events. Do you 

see any foreshadowing in this chapter? If so, what? 

 Character Development – evaluate James’s behavior. What was positive? What was 

negative? Betsy responds to James’s antics and Rachel’s dreamy ideals? Were her responses 

appropriate? If not, what should she have done differently? 

 

Chapter 7 

 History – find a map of the Gettysburg area. Find the following locations: town, the 

Baltimore Pike, Cemetery Hill, Culp’s Hill, Rock Creek. Can you trace the Westmores’ walk to 

the Cemetery Gatehouse? 

 Mrs. Thorn’s love story and the account of her immigration to America are based on 

facts.  

Many of the Gettysburg residents were German immigrants or were of Scots-Irish 

descent. Also, did you know that about 8% of Gettysburg’s population was African American? 

Gettysburg was the location of several “safe houses” on the Underground Railroad, and many 

escaped slaves and freedmen decided to stay in the community. 

 Story Construction – the outdoor setting is described. What are some characteristics of 

the Gettysburg countryside at this time? 

 Character Development – what is Betsy’s response when she hears about possible 

danger?  

 

Chapter 8 

 History – things are getting “exciting” around Gettysburg. *Spoiler Alert* - Father is 

wiser than Betsy as they speculate about the future. Read this short overview of the Battle of 

Gettysburg to prepare for the coming chapters. Blue, Gray & Crimson is written entirely from 

the civilian perspective, so reading the overview will help you to understand the history of the 

battle and learn things the civilians would not have known at the time. 

http://gazette665.com/blue-gray-crimson/historical-details/battle-of-gettysburg-overview/ 

 Story Construction – there are multiple characters with different motivations in this 

chapter; identify them. What does John Buford want? What is James focused on? What does 

Betsy want? 

 Character Development – Betsy interacts with a semi-famous person in this section. 

What are some character qualities she exhibits? How could you copy her grace and poise when 

meeting someone? 

 

Chapter 9 

 History – James wanted to go see the battle. He wasn’t the only one in the Gettysburg 

area with that idea.  

 “Shot and shell began to fly over our heads, one of them passing dangerously near the top 

of the tree I was on. Then there was a general stampede toward town and I quickly slipped down 

from my perch and joined the retreat to the rear of our gallant men and boys. I started for town 

on the old railroad but crossed  from it over a field to the Chambersburg Pike on the east side of 

Miss Carrie Shead’s School and when about the middle of the field a cannon ball struck the earth 

http://gazette665.com/blue-gray-crimson/historical-details/battle-of-gettysburg-overview/
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about fifteen or twenty feet from me, scattering the ground somewhat about me and quickening 

my pace considerably.” ~ Daniel Skelly 

 Story Construction – at what point in the story plot do you think we are at? Introduction, 

Rising Action, Climax, Denouement, or Conclusion? Based on your evaluation, what do you will 

happen in the upcoming chapters? 

 Character Development – have you ever made a promise? If an unforeseen circumstance 

came, would you break your promise? If so, why? If not, what would keep you motivate to stay 

true to your word? 

 

Chapter 10 

 History – Couriers (messengers) had one of the most dangerous jobs during Civil War 

battles. Remember, there are no radios or “walkie-talkies” – all communication is done by flag 

signals or by written messages carried by couriers. The enemy knew this, of course. Therefore, 

messengers were primary targets on a battlefield because if they didn’t get through, the orders 

didn’t get through. When there was a very important message, a commander often sent several 

couriers at different time intervals, hoping that one would get through. 

 Learn more about the 17
th

 Pennsylvania Cavalry: http://gazette665.com/2015/06/23/17th-

pennsylvania-cavalry-messages-sabers/ 

 Story Construction – What was foreshadowed in Chapter 6 that became important in this 

chapter? Also, we’ve added a new character; what role do you think he will play in the story? 

 Character Development – the children’s obedience to Father’s directions is crucial at this 

point in the story. What are some of the positive advantages of obedience (in the story and in real 

life)? 

 

Chapter 11 

 History – Here’s some extra information about the corps of both armies at Gettysburg 

 Union Army of the Potomac, commanded by General Meade 

  I Corps – 12,222 commanded by Generals Reynolds, Doubleday, Newton 

  II Corps – 11,347 commanded by General Hancock 

  III Corps – 10,675 commanded by General Sickles 

  V Corps – 11,019 commanded by General Sykes 

  VI Corps – 13,601 commanded by General Sedgewick 

  XI Corps – 9,221 commanded by General Howard 

  XII Corps – 9,788commanded by General Slocum 

  Cavalry – 11,856 commanded by General Pleasonton  

 Confederate Army of Northern Virginia 

  First Corps – 20,935 commanded by General Longstreet 

  Second Corps – 20,503 commanded by General Ewell 

  Third Corps – 22,026 commanded by General A.P. Hill 

  Cavalry  - 6,702 commanded by General Stuart 

 Story Construction – at this point, why do you think the character Thomas Russell was 

added to the story? 

 Character Development – at the end of the chapter, Betsy admits she is afraid of what she 

doesn’t know. Have you ever felt this way? What would be a positive way to deal with this sort 

of fear? If you could give advice to Betsy at this time in the story, what would you tell her? 

 

http://gazette665.com/2015/06/23/17th-pennsylvania-cavalry-messages-sabers/
http://gazette665.com/2015/06/23/17th-pennsylvania-cavalry-messages-sabers/
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Chapter 12 

 History – there’s a certain regiment fighting on the Union left flank (Little Round Top) 

on the second day of the battle that gets a lot of attention…the 20
th

 Maine. But the setting of 

Blue, Gray & Crimson is about a half-mile from Culp’s Hill, which was the Union’s right flank. 

Learn more about the battle for Culp’s Hill in this blog post: 

http://gazette665.com/2015/06/02/beyond-the-20th-maine/ 

 Story Construction – what do you think will happen to Philip? 

 Character Development – the military is not always considered a place of Godly 

influence. Consider what Thomas says about General Howard. How was this commander 

exemplifying the Great Commission? What can we learn from his life and actions? 

 

Chapter 13 

 History – most structures in the Gettysburg countryside and many buildings in town were 

taken over as field hospitals. However, the battle experiences of a town civilian versus a civilian 

in the countryside were very different. Read more in this blog post: 

http://gazette665.com/2015/05/05/town-country-the-same-different/ 

 Story Construction – what is the mood in this chapter? Do you notice any object that is 

used symbolically? If so, what is it and what might it represent? 

 Character Development – Betsy finds herself “on her own” in this chapter. How does she 

respond to the situation and new responsibilities? What would you have done if you were in 

Betsy’s place? 

 

Chapter 14 

 History – in this chapter, the children are hearing the part of the battle which the history 

books will label “Pickett’s Charge.” Starting around 1pm (one officer claimed 1:07pm precisely), 

hundreds of Confederate cannons opened fired on the Union position along Cemetery Ridge. 

Eventually, Union cannons responded. Soldiers and civilians alike recorded the terrifying 

magnitude of this cannonade – it was unlike anything they had ever experience before. In 

Philadelphia, (over 100 miles away) people heard the distant noise of the battle. 

 After approximately two hours of the cannonade, 15,000 Confederate infantrymen 

marched across about a mile of open fields to assault the Union position. Ultimately, the 

“charge” failed, though a few Confederates did enter the Union position.  

 Pickett’s Charge is often called the “High Watermark of the Confederacy” because it was 

the turning of the tide of the war. Confederate victories had been fairly common before 

Gettysburg, but Gettysburg –and more specifically, Pickett’s Charge – begins the defeat and 

descent of the Confederacy. 

 Story Construction – take a guess…what will happen next in the story? Where do you 

think Philip is? 

 Character Development – what gives Betsy strength in this chapter? What does she 

repeat to combat her fear? Explain what Psalm 46: 1-3 means to you and how it could reassure 

you in a difficult situation. 

 

Chapter 15 

 History – Civil War medicine is a topic surrounded with myth and misconception. Read 

this blog post for a new perspective: 

http://gazette665.com/2015/05/19/5-myths-about-civil-war-medicine/ 

http://gazette665.com/2015/06/02/beyond-the-20th-maine/
http://gazette665.com/2015/05/05/town-country-the-same-different/
http://gazette665.com/2015/05/19/5-myths-about-civil-war-medicine/
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 Betsy sees “disorganization” at her field hospital, but in reality there was a complex and 

effective medical system for caring for the wounded soldiers. Learn more in this blog post: 

http://gazette665.com/2015/05/12/from-battlefield-to-home/ 

 Story Construction – Betsy witnesses a very startling scene in the middle of this chapter. 

What is it? How did it affect her? 

 Character Development – what Betsy witnesses throughout this chapter prompts her to 

make a sacrifice at the end. What would you be willing to give to help someone in need? 

 

Chapter 16 

 History - When the Battle of Gettysburg ended, there were over 50,000 dead or wounded. 

The location of the Westmore home, east of Culp’s Hill, puts them in a “lighter” casualty zone 

because, by the numbers, Culp’s Hill battle area did not have as many casualties as other 

Gettysburg locations. The home is also in the brigade / division hospital area of the Union XII 

Corps. The medical staff of the XII Corps arrived at Gettysburg prepared – their medical director 

had fought and won a logistical battle to get supplies and canvas tents to his units. Thus, keep in 

mind the actual field hospital situation at the fictional Westmore home is a “better than average 

hospital” at Gettysburg, and many gory details have been avoided to make this story suitable for 

young readers. 

 Story Construction – Betsy sees huge changes in the appearance of her home. Which is 

the most significant to you? The red fabric is playing a literal and figurative symbolic role – 

explain. 

 Character Development – Is Rachel’s response appropriate? If so, why? If not, what 

should she do? 

 

Chapter 17 

 History – Although the Westmores wouldn’t know it (and therefore it’s not in the story), 

the Confederate army retreated on July 4
th

. In the early morning, they pulled out Gettysburg 

town, and Union troops took over the village, to the delight of the citizens.  

 During the rainy, miserable night of July 4
th

, the Confederates began the long march back 

to Virginia. Their wagon train of wounded was over 16 miles long, and they left approximately 

5,500 wounded in Gettysburg. 

 In this chapter, we meet two new soldiers, one from the 27
th

 Indiana Infantry and one 

from the 10
th

 Virginia Infantry. Learn more about these regiments: 

http://gazette665.com/2015/06/09/the-27th-indiana-bayonets-flags/ 

http://gazette665.com/2015/06/16/10th-virginia-we-almost-whipped-the-yankees/ 

 Story Construction – consider Rachel’s new role. What has prompted this change? How 

do you think she will react through the rest of the story? Was this a significant turning point for 

her? Why or why not? 

 Character Development – chose your favorite character from this chapter. What are their 

good qualities? Why do you admire them? What do you learn from them? 

 

Chapter 18 

 History – what type of training did a Civil War doctor receive? Why did he enlist? What 

did he really do? Learn more in this blog post: 

http://gazette665.com/2015/05/26/hidden-heroes-of-the-civil-war/ 

http://gazette665.com/2015/05/12/from-battlefield-to-home/
http://gazette665.com/2015/06/09/the-27th-indiana-bayonets-flags/
http://gazette665.com/2015/06/16/10th-virginia-we-almost-whipped-the-yankees/
http://gazette665.com/2015/05/26/hidden-heroes-of-the-civil-war/
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 Story Construction – new information and characters are added to the story. What effect 

does Betsy’s conversation with Harold and overhearing Sergeant Saylor have? Is there any 

significance for the story plot in these conversations? 

 Character Development – Betsy made a mistake earlier in the story. Here she realizes it 

and tries to apologize. Have you ever been in a similar situation? What have you done to make 

things right? 

 

Chapter 19 

 History – doubting the historical basis of the events of this chapter? Here are a few quotes 

from Gettysburg ladies, regarding their role and actions during the battle aftermath: 

 

“The house was soon filled [with wounded] and eventually I overcame my sick, queasy feeling 

and could look at wounds, bathe them, bind them without feeling sick and nervous. Tears came 

only once when the first soldier came into the house. He’d walked from the field almost 

exhausted, threw himself into a chair, looked up at us girls and said, “Oh girls. I have as good a 

home as you. If I were only there.” And then he fainted. ~Jennie McCreary 

 

“We do not know until tried what we are capable of…” ~Sarah Broadhead 

 

“These were bitter days. But memories of them are softened when one considers the friendships 

that were made.” ~Sallie Meyers 

 

 Story Construction - at what point in the story plot do you think we are at? Introduction, 

Rising Action, Climax, Denouement, or Conclusion? Based on your evaluation, what do you will 

happen in the upcoming chapters? Where is the story “heading”? 

 There is some symbolism and contrast with the colors in the story. Refer to pages 152 

and 157-158. Explain. 

 Character Development – Betsy is forced to take one task, but in the night she makes a 

choice. What is the new motivation for her to make this choice? What would you do? 

 

Chapter 20 

 History – Both the United States Christian Commission and the United States Sanitary 

Commission arrived in Gettysburg with food and supplies. Each organization claimed to be the 

first to get there. The organizations were very similar in their collection and distribution of 

supplies, but they had slightly different ultimate goals. The Christian Commission promoted 

religious services, distributed tracts, and sent chaplains to the armies. The Sanitary Commission 

focused more of its efforts on enforcing camp cleanliness and keeping morale levels high. 

General John Buford gave the Christian Commission passes and permission to get to Gettysburg 

battlefield. 

 Virginia Wade is mentioned in the “town news” section of this chapter – learn more 

about her: 

http://gazette665.com/2015/07/07/gettysburgs-most-famous-civilian/  

 Story Construction – Where do you think Philip is? If he is alive, why do you think the 

family has not heard from him? 

http://gazette665.com/2015/07/07/gettysburgs-most-famous-civilian/
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 Character Development – Were the actions of the “visitors” appropriate? Is it ever okay 

to “sight-see” at a disaster scene? Compare and contrast those people’s action with the 

encouragement and hope Reverend Tennant brought. 

 

Chapter 21 

 History – letters were the main way to communicate across a distance during the mid-19
th

 

Century. Telegraph was in use, but many of the soldiers would not have had money to send a 

telegram, even if the equipment was available. 

 Did you know that many Civil War soldiers could not write? And the soldiers who could 

often had so many “interesting” spelling mistakes that the letters can be challenging to read. It is 

appropriate that Philip writes letters – he would have attended school and probably had the 

equivalent of a 5
th

 or 8
th

 grade education. Edward also would have been well-educated and could 

have written a letter, but he is injured too badly. 

 Story Construction – what is Edward telling his sister? Literally? Implied? 

 Character Development – Do you agree with Edward’s opinion regarding what is most 

important? 

 

Chapter 22 

 History – the railroad became a crucial part of wounded soldier evacuation from 

Gettysburg. Remember, in the Letterman Medical System, soldiers are moved from the 

battlefield area to base hospitals.  

 During the June 26
th

 Raid, the Confederates burned the railroad bridge over Rock Creek 

and disrupted other parts of the track. By July 7
th

, Union engineers had repaired the track to the 

Gettysburg area and by July 10
th

 the bridge was replaced and the trains could come all the way 

into town. These trains brought in supplies and took out the wounded. It was single track, so the 

men in charge of the train schedule had to be very precise on the timing of the trains. 

 Story Construction – identify some unique characteristics for each of the soldiers: 

Thomas, Edward, and Harold. Which is your favorite? And why? 

 Character Development – Thomas, Edward, and Betsy devise a strategy with a Biblical 

basis. Have you used this strategy before? 

 

Chapter 23 

 History – although the Westmores are innocent and frustrated in their encounter with the 

Union officer, the taking of government property was a real problem in the post-battle days at 

Gettysburg. Civilians and sightseers alike wanted a trophy from the battlefield and a rifle or 

sword was especially valuable. 

 Because the US government supplied the troops, all equipment was government property. 

It needed to be collected, organized, recycled, or reissued. 

 Unfortunately, more than a few profiteers drove their wagons to the Gettysburg area, 

collected these items, and planned to sell them back to the government. What a mess! The guards 

captured quite a few of these unscrupulous folks and put them to work…digging graves. I think 

we can assume that cured them of their thieving ways, at least for a few weeks. 

 Story Construction – Compare and contrast the descriptions of the Gettysburg landscape 

earlier in the story to what Betsy sees on her journey to town. What is the most startling 

difference in your opinion? 
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 Character Development – evaluate Father’s response to the Union officer’s accusation. 

What can be learned from this incident? 

 

Chapter 24 

 History – Georgeana Woolsey was a real historical person. She, her mother, and her 

sisters served with the United States Sanitary Commission or as hospital nurses throughout the 

war years. Georgeana actually arrived in Gettysburg because she had received a message that her 

brother was wounded. This report was incorrect, but Frederick Olmstead requested Georgeana 

and her mother to establish the Sanitary Commission tent station near the railroad. 

 Story Construction – why do you think Harold responded to Betsy the way he did? What 

do you think will happen to Harold? 

 Character Development – Father’s encourages Betsy, and reminds her of God’s 

promises. How could you encourage someone going through a difficult experience? 

 

Chapter 25 

 History – many young boys and other adventurous folks thought it was fun to collect 

unexploded artillery shells and other battlefield “junk.” In the months following the battle, there 

were multiple civilian casualties because of accidents with these dangerous items. Some of the 

young boys who thought it was “such fun” were killed. Another boy was playing with a rifle he 

had picked up; he didn’t realize it was a loaded gun, and accidentally shot his younger sibling. 

These tragedies were preventable…and Mother made a wise decision…James really should have 

thanked her. 

 Story Construction – what is at the heart of Harold’s problem? What do you think 

prompts him to make the promise to Betsy? 

 Character Development – how do newspaper or media accounts influence our view of 

controversial subjects? Were the reporters telling the truth about Gettysburg civilians? How have 

their accounts distorted our view of these people? What should we learn from this historical 

incident? 

 

Chapter 26 

 History – secondary surgeries (a surgery performed a few days or weeks after the first 

operation, usually to stop infection) were fairly common in a Civil War hospital. Infection was a 

major problem, and doctors did not understand germs or the need for sanitation. Many soldiers, 

weakened by the fever and infection, did not survive the secondary operation. (We won’t get into 

the graphic details.) By this time in Gettysburg aftermath history, all the first (primary) 

operations have long since been completed. If a surgery is performed, a surgeon is trying a final 

attempt to save a soldier’s life. 

 Story Construction – Betsy makes a semi-serious choice after Harold’s wordless request. 

Did she respond appropriate? Why or why not? Is there any significance or symbolism in their 

actions? 

 Character Development – Edward makes a request for Betsy to read. What is Edward 

really trying to do? Do you think in this situation it is an effective way to comfort and share the 

truth? 
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Chapter 27 

 History – Notice the interaction between the soldiers at the very end of this chapter. The 

majority of Civil War soldiers (religious or not) did not hate each other. Both sides were fighting 

for what they thought was right. (And…by the way, most Southern soldiers were not fighting to 

keep their slaves – the average Confederate soldier had never owned slaves.) In this story, the 

Union soldiers have an additional motivation for avoiding animosity with their “Southern 

friend.”  

 If the Reconstruction had been managed by the common soldiers it likely would’ve been 

a “forgive and forget” policy. These guys wanted the war to be over; they weren’t enjoying 

crimson battlefields. Northern and Southern veterans alike were irritated by the harsh 

“punishment policies” which the politicians adopted toward the South during the Reconstruction.  

 Story Construction – was Harold’s motivation and questions genuine? What further 

changes do you expect to see in his character? 

 Character Development – Betsy was ready to share her faith and the truth about 

salvation. Could you explain God’s plan of salvation to someone? 

 

Chapter 28 

 History – Camp Letterman opened on July 22, 1863. Its purpose was to move all the 

injured soldiers who could not be sent to base hospitals to one local location. This would remove 

the wounded from civilian homes and make medical care and supply logistics easier. The 

hospital camp was named after the medical director for the Army of the Potomac, Jonathan 

Letterman.  

 Several thousand men were lodged at Camp Letterman; large hospital tents provided 

shelter, and there was a large kitchen house where the meals were prepared. Union and 

Confederate soldiers were placed together in the tents and doctors and nurses were not supposed 

to show partiality in their care. 

 Story Construction – compare and contrast the soldiers’ interactions with each and with 

the children at this point and earlier in the story. What has changed? What is the same? Is there 

any foreshadowing in this chapter? 

 Character Development – what lesson did Betsy and Dr. Barnes learn? What can you 

learn from their mistake / experience? 

 

Chapter 29 

 History – It is difficult to pigeon-hole the causes of the Civil War and soldiers’ 

motivations for fighting. Most history books state (and leave no room for questioning) that 

slavery was the cause of the war, and therefore the Confederates were fighting to keep slavery 

and the Union men were fighting to abolish it. I don’t want to get into a big debate in this study 

guide, but let me just say, history is rarely that simple. The three soldiers in Blue, Gray & 

Crimson accurately reflect the feelings and motivations of many Civil War soldiers. 

 Story Construction – a new conflicting theme and question emerges in this chapter. What 

is it? Where do you think this theme will take Betsy and the story? 

 Character Development – describe Edward’s character. What character quality do you 

most admire about him? 

 Was Betsy response at the end of the chapter appropriate? Why or why not? If you could 

give her advice at this point in the story, what would you say? 
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Chapter 30 

 History – the Gettysburg civilians had been through a lot: Confederate raid, battle, caring 

for the wounded. During the aftermath, they had to find courage and strength to aid in a new type 

of crisis: relatives of injured or dead soldiers arrived, searching for their loved ones. There was 

only limited lodging available in town, and many families opened their homes to these grieving 

relatives. 

 The care, consideration, and hospitality of the local civilians is admirable, but it must 

have been difficult. How do you comfort a stranger? How do you help them through this difficult 

time? Sarah Broadhead had survived the battle and cared for wounded men; she wrote about the 

new experience: “I never pitied anyone as I did her when I told her he was dead.”  

 Story Construction – did you expect this new character to arrive? How will her arrive 

impact Betsy? What do you think will happen next in the story? 

 Character Development – Betsy is waiting for answers. Have you ever felt like God took 

a long time to answer your prayers? What gives you confidence that He cares for you and has not 

forgotten you? 

 

Chapter 31 

 History – travel plays a major role in Allison’s story, and some historical explanation 

may be helpful. During the mid-19
th

 century, a lady was not supposed travel without proper 

protection. Travel by train, stage / mail coach, or boat was not easy. Societal norms dictated that 

a lady was to be cared for and protected, so if a lady needed to travel she would be accompanied 

by a respectable gentleman, preferably her husband, father, brother, grown son, or another male 

relative. If no relatives could travel with her, she could travel with a married couple or with a 

minister who had outstanding character. This is why Allison could not “jump on a train” and 

leave for Gettysburg immediately – she was a proper lady and had to travel appropriately. 

 Story Construction – Allison brings a new perspective on what the Westmores have done. 

What part of her observation seems most insightful to you? 

 Character Development – Rachel realizes that material things aren’t as important as she 

once thought. (No pun intended). What are something things you should be especially thankful 

for? 

 

Chapter 32 

 History – Provost Marshal M. Patrick really did issue orders that no graves could be 

opened. There was a serious concern that an epidemic could strike the Gettysburg community 

because of the battle destruction and aftermath (that’s the not graphic description). 

 Eliza Thorn was six months pregnant and, as substitute caretaker of Evergreen Cemetery 

(her husband was with the Union Army), she dug graves and buried 91 Union soldiers in three 

weeks. Though the gatehouse structure was still standing, her home was destroyed. The Thorn 

Family estimated damage costs at $395.00. To put this in perspective, the cemetery caretaker 

made $13.00 per month (incidentally, that was also the monthly income for a Union soldier.) 

 Story Construction – Allison makes a decision. Will Edward eventually be sent home? 

Any foreshadowing in this chapter? 

 Character Development – do you agree with Harold’s conclusion? How does Romans 

8:28 reflect his perspective on what has happened? 
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Chapter 33 

 History – horses were essential to the civilians and soldiers during the 19
th

 Century. 

Remember, no tractors or jeeps in this era. Horses pulled wagons, plows, and carriages for the 

civilians, and they pulled the caissons, cannons, ambulances, and supply wagons for the army. 

Generals, officers, cavalry, and couriers rode them. Indeed, horses were a crucial part of an army 

and life during this time. Which brings us to another reality of the battle.  

Thousands of horses were killed or injured at Gettysburg. The dead horses were too 

numerous to bury (not to mention the logistical challenge this would present) and so they were 

burned. Badly injured horses with no chance of recovery were put out of their misery. 

 But, happily, for a few lucky horses – if they could recover – they were put in special 

pens and cared for by a “horse doctor.” The horses that were fit for military service were 

returned to the army, the others were sold…and James was very happy! 

 Story Construction - what is the mood of this chapter? How is it different from the 

previous chapters? 

 Character Development – what is Father’s conclusion after Mr. Lightner’s visit? What is 

contentment and why is it important? 

 

Chapter 34 

 History – music played an important role in a soldier’s life. Cheerful marches and 

quicksteps for the campaign road, jaunty airs, comical songs, and sentimental tunes reflected the 

many moods of an army, and an old Civil War song book reveals a lot about the army and 

culture of the period. 

 While there were many songs that were extremely popular, one of the most poignant and 

silencing on both sides was “Home Sweet Home.” That song had the power to hush a camp full 

of rowdy soldiers, comfort the homesick, or force the injured to recover. 

 Story Construction – what does Thomas’s departure signify and symbolize? What do you 

think will happen in the last six chapters of the story? What conflicts are still un-resolved? 

 Character Development – the Westmore family developed a positive reputation with the 

soldiers and staff at Camp Letterman. Why were they respected? How does behavior reflect your 

character, family, and beliefs? 

 

Chapter 35 

 History – Father mentions he doesn’t know what will happen to the Confederate graves, 

which is appropriate since in the story since he can’t see into the future. But let’s be historians 

and answer the question. 

 The Confederate graves were mostly left untouched. Some farmers tended the graves; 

others didn’t care, ignored, or destroyed the burial places. With its northern location, Gettysburg 

wasn’t easily accessible for Southern families who wanted (and could afford) to bring their loved 

ones back to Southern soil. The Civil War left the Southern economy, society, and transportation 

system in shambles, and it wasn’t until the 1870’s and 1880’s that Southern memorial 

associations had the funds and the organizational means to begin the process of bringing the 

fallen back to the South. But, it did happen…eventually. A couple of Gettysburg citizens had 

kept records of the locations of Confederate graves and were glad to give assistance to the 

memorial associations. Confederate soldiers from Gettysburg are buried in cemeteries 

throughout the South; many rest in Hollywood Cemetery in Richmond, Virginia. 
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 The ironic thing? Modern historians have discover that despite Samuel Weavers bold 

assertions that not one Confederate would be buried in the Gettysburg National Cemetery, at 

least one – maybe more – Southern soldiers rest there. And…it does seem “fitting and proper.”

 Story Construction – what does Allison’s gift symbolize? In your opinion, what does the 

new color signify or represent? 

 Character Development – you will probably not have battlefield experiences like the 

Westmores, but how can you live your faith on a daily basis and be “a shining light for Christ”? 

 

Chapter 36 

 History – the 138
th

 Pennsylvania (Philip’s regiment) did eventually see combat. The 

regiment’s first battle experience was in November 1863, and, after that initiation, they fought at 

almost every major battle in the Eastern Theater of the war. (Being a fictional character and since 

the author likes Betsy and wants to spare her further heartbreak, of course Philip Westmore 

returned home safely!) For more information about soldiers from the Gettysburg community, see 

this blog post: 

http://gazette665.com/2015/06/30/gettysburgs-soldiers/ 

 Story Construction – though based on real historical fact, what literary role does Mrs. 

Thorn’s baby play in the story? Betsy has a lot of conflicting emotions and thoughts in this 

chapter; what would be a good way to describe her feelings? How do you anticipate the story 

ending? 

 Character Development – explain why Rachel says they shouldn’t cry. 

 

Chapter 37 

 History – Gettysburg experienced its fifth “invasion” of the year during November 1863. 

First, June 26
th

 Rebel Raid; second, the battle; third, the aftermath; fourth, the relatives looking 

for loved ones; fifth, spectators for the National Cemetery Dedication. While certainly not as 

destructive as previous invasions, this event was still disruptive to the community trying to heal. 

However, with characteristic graciousness, the families in town opened their homes, planned 

meals, and extended hospitality to the thousands of people descending on the town.  

 For the citizens of Gettysburg and for Americans all across the north, this event meant 

and symbolized many things. Northern people were searching for a meaning to the war, a reason 

to keep fighting, comfort after their losses, and a “celebration” of victory. There was much 

expectation surrounding the cemetery dedication. 

 Story Construction – what is the significance of the new fabric Betsy and Rachel receive? 

Did you notice any subtle symbolism with quilts throughout the story? 

 Character Development – think of a significant event in your life. What are the good and 

bad memories surrounding it? What can you be thankful for? What Providential protection or 

blessing do you see in the situation? 

 

Chapter 38 

 History – Gettysburg National Cemetery was not complete in November 1863. The 

dedication was held to commemorate the sacrifices, honor the victory, and “consecrate” the 

ground. The burial of Gettysburg battlefield Union soldiers in the cemetery would not be 

completed until the following spring. Other U.S. soldiers were buried in the cemetery until the 

early 1900’s. 

http://gazette665.com/2015/06/30/gettysburgs-soldiers/
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 Story Construction – why is Betsy upset? Do you think Philip had the best idea? Do you 

think Betsy responded appropriate to the nosy local politician to help him understand what 

happened? 

 Character Development – in this story there have been several clueless characters. Know 

your history. Know the facts. Know what really happened. Don’t be like the lazy spectators or 

the local politician from the story. Don’t trivialize courage, sacrifice, and patriotism.  

 

Chapter 39 

 History – Mr. Edward Everett was one of America’s most famous orators of the mid-19
th

 

Century. People really did pay to hear him speak. A few years before his Gettysburg Oration, 

Mr. Everett had prepared a two hour address about the greatness of George Washington, and he 

toured the countryside, speaking and raising money to restore Mount Vernon (Washington’s 

home.) Everett memorized his speeches – very, very impressive! 

Personally, I think it’s kind of sad Everett gets mocked in a lot of Gettysburg books. 

Although a little confusing and rhetorical in some parts, his speech is very impressive, and it 

focuses specifically on what happened at Gettysburg. I also like that he takes time to mention the 

local residents and their role in the battle…and therefore I have included these excerpts in the 

book. 

Story Construction – why is Betsy disappointed? How would you have felt at the end of 

Mr. Everett’s speech? 

Character Development – if you could give Betsy advice at this point in the story, how 

would you encourage her? 

 

Chapter 40 

 History – Abraham Lincoln did not write his speech on the back of envelopes. It seems 

his speech was mostly prepared before he left the capital, but he added the finishing touches on 

the train or at Mr. Wills’s house. 

 George Thorn really did run in front of Mr. Lincoln and later boasted that the president 

had patted him on the head. After the dedication ceremony, Mr. Lincoln took time to meet with 

Gettysburg civilians, and he specifically asked to meet John Burns. No matter what your ultimate 

opinion or conclusion about Lincoln, it must be admitted that he cared about people, and he took 

time to let his actions show that he cared. 

 Story Construction – what does the description of the landscape, house, and farm show 

and symbolize? What makes the story reflect back on itself, even while the characters are 

looking ahead to the future? 

 Character Development – consider Betsy’s conclusion after Mr. Lincoln’s speech. How 

does this idea fit into our modern world? At the very end of the story, what is Betsy’s ultimate 

conclusion? How does this encourage us, not matter what happens around us? 
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Thanks for reading Blue, Gray & Crimson and using this study to enhance your 

literary and historical experience. I appreciate feedback, comments, and reviews 

about the story or study guide. 

 

I’d love to receive a message and hear who were your favorite characters and what 

were your favorite parts in the story! You can e-mail me at 

sarah.bierle@gmail.com or send a message through Gazette665’s Facebook Page.  

 

Reviews for the book can be sent directly to Gazette665 through the website 

Contact Page (http://gazette665.com/about/contact/ ) or can be posted with the 

book on Amazon, Barnes&Noble.com, or GoodReads. 

 

Faith and Courage, 

Sarah Kay Bierle 
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